ABSTRACT Human mobility models are key components of various research fields including transportation, mobile networks, disaster management, urban planning, and epidemic modeling. Understanding human mobility has a major role in the realistic evaluation of new approaches to challenges in these fields. For the perspective of networked systems, simulations of the networks with human participants such as opportunistic social networks are highly dependent on human mobility. In this article, we summarize the state of the art for scientific research on human mobility and survey the currently used human mobility models. We discuss the commonly used metrics and data collection techniques. Furthermore, we include a taxonomy of the mobility models according to their main characteristics and classify them. We lastly discuss the general trends, applicability, further research directions and open problems of human mobility modeling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Realistic human mobility modeling has great potential benefits to societies. Traces generated by human mobility models can be used in the simulations of wireless ad hoc networks [1] , epidemics, urban planning, transportation systems, and disaster response.
As smartphones have become increasingly common in recent years, they have taken on a central role in lives as the information and communication sources [2] . With their sensing capabilities, smartphones are widely used in various life activities such as health condition monitoring [3] and crowd monitoring in ordinary scenarios [4] and during disasters [5] . Moreover, researchers nowadays propose new and unconventional applications which are enabled by the use of smartphones such as applications of crowdsourcing [6] and opportunistic communication [7] , [8] . Human mobility plays the utmost role in the performance of such applications. For instance, for an opportunistic social network which consists of smartphones, intercontact times of the nodes vary with the movement of the smartphone owners. Since the nodes in opportunistic social networks store and carry messages to each other, intercontact times of the nodes have a direct influence on the message delays such that longer intercontact times cause longer message delays. Another example effect of human mobility is related to crowdsourcing for environmental monitoring [9] . If people having smartphones
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Byung-Seo Kim. with sensing capability frequently move and explore an area, crowdsourcing will produce a global estimation of the environment. On the other hand, if people stay in a smaller area for a long time without significant diffusion, they will have only the local information about the environment. Therefore, coverage of the crowdsourcing application highly depends on the movement of the people.
While realistically representing the deterministic aspects and non-deterministic aspects of human mobility stays a challenge, there is a certain need for increased research efforts in mobility modeling. Upcoming technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and 5G can help more accurate understanding of human mobility and researchers can simulate many environments more realistically [10] . One of our goals is to grow attention to the field of human mobility modeling. A general overview of the processes that are followed by the mobility modeling researchers is given in Figure 1 and can be briefly summarized as follows. Mobility modeling involves the collection of real-life mobility data and filtering of the data as well as the modeling of the environment and the people's behavioral decisions. A mobility model can be verified with thorough analyses of both parts with various metrics and the model needs to be calibrated during this process. As the last main process, the implementation of a human mobility simulation generates synthetic mobility traces. The traces of the mobility simulation can be used for other simulations of networks, urban transportation planning, crowd management, disaster management, and so on. 
A. BACKGROUND AND OUTLINE
This article surveys human mobility models from the computer science perspective. There are two major targets:
• Classification of models • Introduction to the field The first target aims for the audiences who are the users of human mobility models. We classify the models to help them easily choose and use the most relevant human mobility model of their needs. As an example, an engineer who wants to simulate the human mobility inside an office environment can simply eliminate the mobility models which incorporate vehicle use as a main component. Section IV provides simple classifications of human mobility models for this purpose. The second target aims for researchers and developers to understand human mobility modeling in-depth to build their models based on the current state-of-art. For this purpose, the article provides an in-depth look at the main findings of the scientific research on human mobility analyses and technical features of the human mobility models.
There exist surveys related to mobility modeling in the literature. These studies particularly focus on the communications field. The surveys by Camp et al. [11] and Bai and Helmy [12] provide wider mobility scope in the sense that they focus on synthetic models (e.g., Random Waypoint Model). These surveys provide initial background on the mobility modeling in ad hoc networking research. In a more recent study, Treurniet [13] focuses on mobile networking and describes more recent and advanced mobility models in the same domain. Batabyal and Bhaumik [14] survey the mobility models and traces of vehicles, humans, and wild animals that are used in opportunistic routing algorithms in networks. Similarly, Dong et al. [15] survey handling mobility in networks and the mobility-aware MAC protocols. A recent survey by Hess et al. [16] is related to the engineering aspects of mobility modeling and data-driven processes of mobility model creation for mobile networks. They focus on processes such as data collection and validation of mobility models. Karamshuk et al. [17] provide a short overview of human mobility models for opportunistic networks. Our survey presents a comprehensive classification and technical background with a specific focus on human mobility models. It essentially provides a different perspective and classification based on emerging research areas of pedestrian mobility, vehicular networking, social networking, and disaster management.
The remaining of this article is organized as follows. We start with the findings led to certain advancements in the human mobility models in Section II. We describe commonly used metrics and data collection techniques in Section III. We classify the human mobility models based on emerging research fields and include a comprehensive taxonomy in Section IV. We summarize recently developed significant pedestrian walk models (without transportation) in Section V. We focus on the models based on social interactions and the social network theory in Section VI. We discuss the human mobility models which consider the use of the vehicles in Section VII and the mobility models considering the disaster scenarios in Section VIII. We present the general trends and applicability of the surveyed models in Section IX. Finally, we provide a discussion on the future research directions, open problems, expected advancements and challenges in human mobility in Section X.
II. UNDERSTANDING HUMAN MOBILITY
In this section, we describe the significant works and statistical analyses on human mobility which led to certain advancements in the field. We start our description with the studies related to human mobility in geographical scale. By geographical scale, we mean the human travels in geographical distances, which includes long-distance travels with airplanes, trains, cars, and other vehicles. Later, we describe the studies related to mobility in micro-scale. By micro-scale, we mean the people's mobility in a smaller area such as a building or a shared pedestrian way, such that the speed of a person changes due to crowd dynamics, traffic congestion, social interactions, or various other reasons.
As travels of the people are direct causes for the spread of epidemic diseases around the world, the statistical analyses on human mobility have fundamental importance to society. Brockmann et al. [18] focus on the scaling of human mobility in geographical scale. While large datasets of GPS traces of human mobility are not available, these researchers analyze the mobility by the circulation of the banknotes around the contiguous United States. Their observation dataset, which is obtained from a bill-tracking system, consists of 1,033,095 tracks (reports) of 464,670 dollar bills. They consider the geographical displacements between two consecutive reports of the same dollar bill for finding the travel distance, such that the second report's location x 2 and the first report's location x 1 are simply subtracted for finding r, which is the geographical displacement and r = |x 2 − x 1 | and the time t elapsed between these two points. The banknotes are originated from three cities, Seattle, Jacksonville, and New York. They observe that most bank nodes are traveled shorter distances (r ≤ 10km) in a period of 2 weeks for consecutive reports (t ≤ 14 days). The percentages of banknotes which traveled short distances are listed as 52.7% for Seattle, 71.4% for Jacksonville, and 57.7% for New York. On the other hand, smaller percentages of banknotes traveled longer distances (r > 800km). These percentages are shown as 7.8% for Seattle, 2.9% for Jacksonville, and 7.4% for New York.
By analyzing large datasets of banknote circulation, Brockmann et al. show in [18] that flight distances (travel distance) of people has a power-law distribution, such that P( r) ∼ r −(1+β) with the exponent value β = 0.59±0.002 (mean and standard deviation), where P(r) is the probability of traveling a distance r in a t time interval. Having β < 2 corresponds to the Lévy walks [19] , which is a random walk process for which step size r follows a power-law distribution. Lévy walk behavior shows that people mostly travel shorter distances as opposed to longer distances. The similar behavior is also observed in various animal species. For instance, Viswanathan et al. [20] observe that wandering albatrosses have the Lévy flights behavior.
González et al. [21] analyze two mobility datasets in their research. One of the datasets includes trajectories of 100,000 cell phone users for six months. From more than 6 million mobile phone users, 100,000 are randomly selected. Their trajectories include the locations of cell towers to which mobile phones are connected when they send or receive text messages or have phone calls. Overall, the dataset consists of more than 16 million displacements ( r) entries. The second dataset involves 206 mobile phone users and their location every two hours are included for one week period. The second dataset is relatively smaller (compared to the first dataset) with 10,407 entries. González et al. observe that for both datasets, the displacement values follow a truncated powerlaw distribution,
with the exponent value β = 1.75 ± 0.15, where cutoff values are χ 1 = 400km for the first dataset and χ 2 = 80km for the second dataset and r 0 = 1.5km. Hence, they find that the trajectories follow truncated Lévy walks. They also find inherent differences (heterogeneity) in trajectories of individuals which coexist with Lévy walks.
González et al. also analyze the gyration radiuses in [21] . The gyration radius of a user is the total travel distance of the user for a time interval of t. They determine the gyration radius distribution of all users in both datasets and found that the distribution fits the truncated-power law equation
with g 0 = 5.8km and cutoff value χ = 350.
Their results show that Lévy flights observed in [18] is a result of population heterogeneity and the individual human mobility. However, individual human mobility has a significant regularity such that a person visits the same places such as home or workplace more frequently than other places. On the other hand, banknotes always diffuse such that it is given from one person to another while this does not apply to individuals. They find that the individual trajectories can be characterized by a two-dimensional probability distribution which is independent of gyration.
Song et al. [22] study the human mobility with the goal of finding if the mobility patterns are potentially predictable or not. They analyze a dataset of 50,000 cell phone users (with average call frequency f ≥ 0.5 per hour) selected from approximately 10 million anonymous users for a period of 3 months. The dataset contains mobile phone tower trajectories as previously described.
Based on the observation of the entropy in individual human mobility trajectories, they find the maximum predictability max for each individual which shows the future whereabouts of the person. max represents the fundamental limit of predictability. They find that probability P( max ) is narrowly peaked approximately at max ≈ 0.93, which implies 93% predictability and no cell phone use appears to have less than 80% predictability. This analysis supports the previous study by González et al. [21] which suggests the regularity in the human mobility patterns. Hence, despite the spontaneity and changes in human mobility decisions, human mobility is found to be characterized by deep-rooted regularity.
So far, we mentioned about the studies related to geographical scale human mobility. Let us now discuss the research on micro-scale human mobility. Social force model (SFM) is proposed by Helbing and Molnár [23] for modeling the crowd dynamics with social forces. Social forces are caused by pedestrian densities or directions of the pedestrian streams. As the simulation of pedestrian dynamics during situations such as evacuation from buildings has critical importance, pedestrian behavior is separated into two different conditions: normal and panic situations. The pedestrian crowd dynamics in these conditions are modeled in [24] . Helbing and Johansson discuss the concepts such as social force concept, panic situation, freezing-by-heating, crowd turbulence, and emergence in [25] . They also describe the evolutionary approach for calibrating the parameters of SFM using video tracking data.
The aforementioned studies have high impacts in the human mobility field since they inspire other research studies and could be used as a basis for the development of new human mobility models [26] , [27] . While these studies all analyze human mobility, they belong to two different domain. First, we discussed the studies [18] , [21] , [22] belonging to the first domain. The first domain considers longer distance travels (e.g., from one city to another) as well as relatively shorter travels (e.g., movement from one base station to another). The second domain [25] deals with shorter travels VOLUME 7, 2019 and focus on the micro-scale pedestrian movement dynamics. The first domain analyzes the diffusion of people on the geographical scale, while the second considers temporal speed changes during movement of dense crowds. Therefore, these two domains are not conflicting, but rather they complement each other. Furthermore, the data collection methods also vary according to the domains where the second domain demands much higher granularity. For instance, the first domain can use the movement between base stations or even movement of money banknotes, while the second domain must be able to detect distances between pedestrians using cameras and accurate computer vision algorithms. In summary, the studies of the first domain target problems in more global scale such as epidemic modeling or countrywide transportation planning, while the studies of the second domain aim to solve problems such as crowd management and evacuation planning for disasters.
III. DATA COLLECTION AND VALIDATION

A. MOBILITY DATA COLLECTION
Various human mobility data collection methods exist in the literature. Among all, GPS traces are mostly preferred as they provide more spatial and temporal accuracy compared to the other methods. However, as in one of the aforementioned studies [18] , even dollar bills can be tracked and used as mobility data and researchers can exploit different data types and find new facts about human mobility. For validation of the new human mobility models, types and sizes of the collected data have a direct influence on the metrics that are used for evaluation. For instance, using Bluetooth contact traces of several people may not help to find the number of waiting places per day, while GPS trajectory of the person can be easily used for revealing such results based on this metric.
Privacy is a major concern which needs to be properly addressed by the people who collect any type of mobility data. While some datasets claim to have anonymous users, these users are probably known by the people who collect the data in the first place. Therefore, data collection should involve all possible techniques for making the users anonymous at the same time of collecting their data. Encrypting personal information before storing in the database or adding noise to the dataset in a way that it makes it impossible to differentiate individuals' information from each other can be examples of such techniques. As the latter case of adding noise brings some distortion to the data, the accuracy should be welljustified before use for validation.
GPS traces provide accurate measurements of positions and velocities of people. However, they are restricted to outdoor places due to reduced signal strength, so that they are not useful for applications such as sensor networks inside buildings or large indoor environments such as airports or indoor amusement parks. Moreover, large datasets of GPS traces are not available to the scientific community. While some cloudbased mobile applications such as Google Maps can collect GPS traces from a vast number of people all over the world, these traces are not publicly available. Applications such as OpenStreetMap [28] that allow users to voluntarily upload individual GPS traces could be useful in the future with more participation. Some relatively small-sized human mobility GPS traces collected from specific environments such as university campuses can be found in the CRAWDAD [29] archive.
Call Detail Records (CDRs) are quite coarse because each record is spatially accurate to the granularity of space covered by a cell tower. Temporally, while the times of the phone calls are accurate, they do not cover discrete time intervals such that durations between consecutive phone calls vary. Furthermore, CDRs do not have semantic information such as which place is a person's home or workplace. However, large datasets having CDRs exist and their use led to a deeper understanding of human mobility. Wifi access point (AP) datasets are also used for understanding human mobility. Each entry of these datasets includes information such as the ID of the device, start time and duration of the access and location. These datasets are being used for evaluating network simulations. For instance, WiFi APs data collected from a building with people using smart-phones can be useful for evaluating the performance of opportunistic forwarding algorithms.
The last data collection technique we would like to discuss is the video tracking technique. A very large number of videos, from websites such as YouTube or Dailymotion, can be available for research purposes, especially for tasks such as understanding crowd dynamics and micro-mobility in places such as stadiums and city squares. Moreover, nowadays all major cities deployed security cams and constantly monitor crowded environments. Computer vision techniques can be applied for extracting certain behaviors out of these videos. One important concern of the video tracking technique is that making people anonymous requires too much effort. However, for public videos such as the videos on YouTube, the people who appear in the videos already does not have anonymity. Hence, with the advances in computer vision using public videos could be a way for extracting certain statistical characteristics of micro-mobility decisions.
B. VALIDATION METHODS AND METRICS
In this section, we discuss the validation methods and metrics which are used for the human mobility models. Most of the proposed mobility models include validation in a way that the mobility models' output trajectories are compared against other mobility models as well as traces from a real mobility dataset. The models providing better statistical matches are considered as valid models. This validation method provides valuable evaluation for the mobility models, especially for the ones which are scenario-specific models. For the generic mobility models, the validation requires using multiple mobility datasets from various environments. Another method of validation is the visual matching of the mobility patterns. By comparing the overall movement trajectories of different mobility models and real traces, the one with a similar look in terms of diffusion and mobility patterns can be a better match.
We classify the human mobility metrics into three basic categories [30] .
• Movement-based metrics • Link-based metrics • Network-based metrics The first category of movement-based metrics is the result of individuals' mobility traces. Flight length, speed, pause time, number of places visited, visit frequency, mean-squared distance (MSD) can be considered in this context. The linkbased metrics [30] focus on the effects of mobility to the spatiotemporal relations or similarities of the people. Intercontact time (ICT), recontact rate/count, contact duration, node density, the temporal variance of node density, pairwise distance, relative velocity are examples of the link-based metrics. The network performance-based metrics show the effects of human mobility on the performance of the networks. Various network-related metrics exist and used for comparison of mobility models. Message delay, data loss ratio, transmission count, energy consumption are examples of these metrics.
Another categorization of the metrics is the following.
• Spatial metrics • Temporal metrics • Social metrics In this categorization, metrics such as flight length, speed, number of places visited and MSD can be considered as spatial metrics. Temporal metrics are the ones such as visit frequency, pause time. Social metrics are the metrics which are related to contacts of people. ICT, recontact rate, contact duration, node density can be considered as social metrics.
Let us briefly describe several metrics that are popularly used for validation of most human mobility models. Flight length is one of the most popular mobility metrics used in the literature. It is also referred to as jump size or jump length. It is found by averaging the distances between two consecutive waiting points (visiting places). Mean, variance, and standard deviations of flight lengths are important statistical characteristics such that researchers can observe diffusion characteristics and consistency of the models. MSD is another metric showing diffusion, which is found by computing the total travel distances of people from the beginning of the simulations. ICT is the time gap among two consecutive contacts of a pair. This is a social metric which has a direct impact on applications such as opportunistic communication. Problems such as transmission scheduling and routing highly depend on ICTs. Similarly, contact duration (i.e., contact time) between pairs affects the routing decisions. Pause time (i.e., waiting time or visiting time) is different than the contact duration in the sense that individuals' pause times are independent of other people.
Number of places visited (i.e., number of waiting points) metric is used for various types of human mobility models. For example, it can be used to evaluate if a mobility model represents the daily life of people living in the cities. If the number is too high (e.g., more than 20), the model loses its validity since a person mostly spends time at work, home, and maybe several more places in a day (mostly less than 5 and maximum up to 17 [31] ). Frequency of visits shows the possibility and expected time of a person to visit the same place. As an example, for the same daily-life scenario, we can consider a person visits the workplace 2 times a day, one in the morning and one after lunch. For another mobility model which aims to imitate the person's movement in the office, we can consider him visiting his desk or cubicle multiple times in a day, while the same person visits a meeting room only once.
We list the characteristics of the significant metrics in terms of the two classifications in Table 1 . 
IV. A TAXONOMY OF THE MOBILITY MODELS
In this section, we include a taxonomy of the significant human mobility models in the literature. The listed taxonomy is empirical in the sense that instead of creating classes and pushing existing mobility models into those classes, our method is based on studying and understanding the similarities between the model and what aspects make certain models similar or different. The existing models belong to certain fields for which the model is created. For instance, people from the transportation area create models which are fundamentally different than the ones who are in the wireless networking field. The former focuses on people's mobility considering their use of vehicles, whereas the latter considers the communication aspects (e.g., between smartphones). Similarly, some models mainly focus on individual movement decisions of pedestrians, whereas others aim to simulate the social groups such as families. Based on this empirical observation, we categorize the mobility models with the following four main classes.
• Class 1: Pedestrian walk models • Class 2: Social network-based models • Class 3: Vehicular models • Class 4: Models for disaster scenarios The above classification is based on the research areas of pedestrian mobility, social and opportunistic networking, vehicular networking/transportation systems, and disaster management. These areas have been studied in recent years by various groups in academia and industry.
While some models may contain certain aspects from multiple classes, we focus on the main characteristics of the models for the classification. For instance, a mobility model that simulates the bus routes in a metropolitan area is classified as a vehicular model, even the model may also contain movements of pedestrians from their houses to bus stops. As another example, some disaster models simulate pedestrian walk behavior; however, their main application is planning and management for disasters rather than understanding the nature of the walking behavior. This makes the minor aspects of such models simplistic (e.g., assuming pedestrian walk by RWP) and based on the use of off-theshelf models, while most effort and complexity in these studies are found in their prime aspects. Therefore, we believe that this classification provides not only an empirical but also a logical representation of the human mobility models. While the initial classification is based on the targeted application scenarios, the complete feature sets can still be found in Table 2 .
This article includes a section for each of these four classes, where we describe the mobility models that fall into these categories. Before going into the details of the models, we present an overview of possible classifications in Table 2 . The table is sorted according to the main classes that the models fall into.
Although researchers in various fields need to implement human mobility models or use the models' output traces in their simulations, they are not supposed to have expert knowledge in the area of mobility modeling. Table 2 serves as a starting point for these people to decide if a mobility model is a good match with the expectations before incorporating the mobility model in their simulations. For instance, if the simulation is for a specific scenario such as simulating the mobility of theme park visitors, readers should focus on the scenariospecific models. As another example, if the simulation needs the mobility of people in urban environments, the mobility models involving vehicle use and social interactions may be good matches.
While Table 2 contains nine main characteristics, these characteristics can be considered with their contraries, where the models with have the characteristic feature. The characteristics and their contraries are listed in Table 3 .
Trace-based models are the models which heavily exploit the mobility traces collected from people for calibration, such that for modeling mobility of people in an environment actual traces should be fed into the model before simulating their movement. On the other hand, synthetic models can be run independent from the traces. Some of the synthetic mobility models are too simplistic having abstract parameters, However, for more realistic results, parameters of some synthetic models may still be calibrated based on the real-life mobility traces. Scenario-specific models have the aim for better representation of mobility considering the characteristics and constraints of different environments. Generic mobility models, on the other hand, aim to be useful in wider application scenarios. The models with group mobility, as opposed to individual mobility models, involve the behavior where people are assigned to groups and group members may travel from a place to another together. Some models consider the movement behavior of people in the presence of obstacles. On the other hand, some models assume that the environment is a clear area without obstacles or any type of restrictions for movement.
Models with vehicle use are mostly either simulate movement in urban environments or travel between distant places such as different cities. Walk models, on the other hand, aim to simulate the pedestrian movement in various environments such as urban environments or specific areas where vehicle use is limited (e.g., airports). Some human mobility models consider social interactions having a major role in mobility decisions of people. For example, family members or close friends would like to meet in common places such as a home or a restaurant and they move to these places at specific times of the day. Other models assume that individuals are independent as they decide to visit places. Pedestrian dynamics adds sophistication to the mobility models as some models try to model various dynamics such as the speed or direction changes due to crowds or pedestrian traffic. Other models lacking micro mobility neglect these changes as they mostly focus on the overall movement in a large area. User roles are introduced in role-based models where each person has different mobility behavior or responsibility. Mobility of a group with a leader who decides the places to visit as a group can be considered as an example of the role-based models. On the other hand, most models assume that everyone is equal (homogeneous). Lastly, some mobility models are based on the use of real maps. For instance, the map of a particular city can be used for realistic modeling in times of earthquakes. Since the use of real-maps brings more sophistication to the mobility modeling, most models are based on synthetic maps, which can be either a 2D clear area or a map consisting of synthetically generated obstacles (e.g., polygons). Figure 2 shows an example scenario of using real maps in the mobility models. For a walking model of university students, we export the University of Central Florida (UCF) campus map using OpenStreetMap (left) and later the OSM data is processed for extracting the pedestrian ways. The processed model of the map is shown on the right figure, where pedestrian ways are shown by lines connecting the user-tag waypoints and the dots represent the waypoints.
In the following four sections, we will have an in-depth look into the mobility models that are listed in Table 2 .
V. PEDESTRIAN WALK MODELS
In this section, we describe the human walk models which focus on the macro-mobility decisions of pedestrians such as deciding the next destination to visit, but not try to imitate behaviors causing dynamic variations in the speed or direction due to reasons such as pedestrian traffic. We call these type of models pedestrian walk models. These models are mostly used in network simulations as they provide statistical matches to the real movement traces of people in metrics such as flight length or ICT, which affect the coverage and performance of the networks with human participants.
Self-Similar Least-Action Walk (SLAW) [26] , [54] is a generic human walk model which produces mobility traces having certain statistical features of human mobility. These five features are flight lengths and pause times with heavy-tail distribution, heterogeneously bounded movement regions, truncated power-law ICTs, self-similarity, and least-action trip planning. SLAW tries to emulate individual mobility and each individual's movement is independent of the other people, assuming that they do not have any social interactions. SLAW model uses fractal waypoints which are generated over a 2D plane. As the gaps between the waypoints determine the flight lengths, Hurst parameter (H ) of self-similar points controls the gap distribution characteristics. The waypoints are clustered and each individual randomly chooses a cluster as the movement region for a daily trip. Each individual starts their walk by randomly choosing a waypoint as the starting point and later makes movement decisions based on the least-action trip planning (LATP) algorithm. In LATP, a person decides the next destination by selecting a waypoint in the cluster and straightly moves to that destination. The equation in the LATP algorithm for assigning probability values for deciding the next destination waypoints are given as follows.
where P(w) is the probability of visiting the next destination waypoint w (w ∈ W − W ), v is the waypoint on top of which the person is currently waiting, and d(v, w) represents the Euclidean distance among the two waypoints. W is set as the waypoints which are planned to be visited and W is the set of already visited waypoints. The value of the parameter α is set according to the GPS traces collected from the specific outdoor environment for providing a statistical match. For instance, α = 3 produces the difference less than only 2% between the synthetic mobility traces and the GPS traces for Disney World theme parks. LATP is shown to produce mobility traces that match the real GPS traces very well for the range 1 ≤ α ≤ 3. Mostly, the person chooses the waypoint which is closer to the current waypoint where the person stands. However, there is some randomness such that each waypoint has a chance to be selected. Multiple individuals can share the same waypoints during their trips. Moreover, as they are independent individuals, their movement choices do not depend on each other's movement. SLAW model outputs have powerlaw ICTs and flight lengths with the heavy-tail distribution. Movement traces which are obtained from the SLAW simulation is compared with 226 daily human mobility traces with 12h average duration. The GPS traces are obtained from participants in 5 different environments: 2 university campuses, a state fair, and a theme park (Disney World). The model is also used for evaluation of various routing protocols such as PROPHET [55] and random forwarding [56] for delaytolerant networks (DTNs).
The SLAW mobility model is used by various studies in the fields of networking and human mobility modeling. As we are interested in the human mobility models, we describe three human mobility models which used SLAW model as the baseline: SMOOTH, MSLAW, and TP.
SMOOTH [32] is proposed as a realistic and simple to implement human mobility model. SMOOTH aims to provide 7 features of human mobility: 1) truncated power-law distribution (TPL) of flight lengths, 2) TPL of ICTs, 3) TPL of pause times, 4) human behavior of choosing popular places to visit, 5) visiting the closer places first (least-action principle), 6) non-uniform distribution of people, 7) heterogeneous division of regions of mobility for different people (moving around communities). In the model, clusters of waypoints are formed in a way that each cluster represents a community (place of movement). Clusters have unequal sizes and the cluster sizes represent the popularity of the places. For instance, on a university campus, food courts are more popular in terms of the number of people visit every day, compared to places such as a specific department's building. People move in the region in groups and the region is defined as a cluster of waypoints.
For the individual's perspective, each person chooses a community according to the corresponding cluster sizes. Then, the person selects a subset of the waypoints in the cluster to visit. These two steps can be considered as the pre-planning phases. Later, the person visits the selected waypoints via LATP. The person's pause time on a waypoint is determined randomly by the power-law distribution. As opposed to SLAW having parameters such as the Hurst parameter, SMOOTH has simpler inputs so that people having no previous knowledge about the mobility models can still be able to use the model in their simulations. These inputs are listed as size of the area, number of people, number of waypoints, mobile nodes' transmission range, number of clusters, and minimum and maximum pause times. The model also expects inputs for alpha and beta parameters which are used by the LATP algorithm for choosing the next destination points and setting the pause times respectively. Furthermore, SMOOTH can imitate SLAW. Specified values for maximum sizes of a group and maximum distance of waypoints from each other correspond to ranges of Hurst parameter values which are listed in a table [32] . The SMOOTH model is validated using the GPS traces collected from the 5 aforementioned outdoor environments and in comparison to the SLAW model with metrics such as complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) of flight lengths and ICTs and average message delays. For network simulations, SMOOTH is a good alternative human mobility model as it is easy to implement and much more realistic compared to other commonly used mobility models such as RWP, which are already proven to be unrealistic [57] .
The SLAW mobility model assumes no obstacle for the human movement, such that after deciding the next destination, a person can straightly move to the next waypoint without any disturbance, so the speed and the direction do not change. Map-based SLAW (MSLAW) [33] mobility model introduces geographical restrictions to the SLAW model. The algorithm of MSLAW overall follows similar steps (e.g., fractal points generation) of the SLAW's algorithm, but these steps are modified to include the map-based geographic restrictions. For instance, waypoints are not created on top of the rivers, forests, or other inaccessible areas. MSLAW has a modified version of the LATP algorithm for deciding the next destinations. In SLAW, the distance d(v, w) between two waypoints v and m was given as the Euclidean distance, while in the modified version, the distance is given according to the optimal route lengths. Considering the optimal route (v * i ) 1≤i≤j , j ≤ 2 from v to w,, such that v = v * 1 and w = v * j , the total distance of the optimal route is given as
In this equation, v and w are the actual waypoints which were generated in the initial fractal point generation phase. However, the points in between these two points (v * 2 , v * 3 , . . . v * j−1 ) may or may not be the waypoints, as they are only chosen as part of the optimal route for avoiding obstacles.
Set of parameters used in the MSLAW mobility model include the Hurst parameter as well as the LATP distance weight parameter α, along with common mobility parameters such as the number of people, simulation time, and the size of the simulation area. Implementing MSLAW requires similar steps of the SLAW implementations, but it is relatively harder to implement the simulation of this model compared to the SMOOTH model. MSLAW is not validated by the simulations in comparison to real-life GPS traces. However, the model is evaluated with several metrics such as ICTs, contact durations, and recontact rates against RWP, SLAW, and a map-based random mobility model RaST [58] . The mobility traces generated by the MSLAW model are more convenient than the traces of the SLAW model for scenarios such as human walks in urban environments.
Theme park (TP) [1] , [59] mobility model is a scenariospecific human walk model to model the large and crowded theme park environments. Human mobility in theme parks has different characteristics compared to daily mobility. First of all, in daily life, people use vehicles for transportation, while spending a day in a theme park they mostly walk. Moreover, spatial regularity in human movements does not exist in the theme parks, because people mostly prefer to go to unseen locations (attractions) instead of going to an already visited attraction.
Modeling the theme park environment consists of five phases. The first phase is the generation of fractal points. In the second phase, the fractal points are clustered for finding the densest areas with a modified version densitybased algorithm (DBScan) [60] , which allows inputs such as the number of clusters and the percentage of non-clustered points. In the third phase, attractions are modeled by using the clusters and the non-clustered points are marked as noise points. Inclusion of the visitor model forms the landmark and considered as the fourth phase. Lastly, multiple landmarks are connected by a graph with non-directed edges that represent the roads. Landmarks considered separate to isolate the areas where people only walk, while on top of the roads they are assumed to travel using their vehicles or transportation services provided by the theme park operators such as trains or buses. A queueing-theoretical approach is used for modeling VOLUME 7, 2019 the popular places (attractions) according to their types. For instance, M/D/n queues are used for modeling the service and the waiting lines of roller-coasters and M/M/1 queues are used for modeling the service of restaurants. While each visitor makes decisions independent from each other, their mobility is affected by the environment, such that their waiting times in attractions depend on the service rates and the people already waiting in the lines. For modeling the mobility decisions, a modified version of LATP algorithm is used in a way that attractions have more probability to be selected then the non-clustered noise points. In the algorithm, the probability of a noise point n to be selected as the next destination is given by
where N is the set of all noise points and N is the set of already visited noise points, A is the set of all attractions and A is the set of already visited attractions. w is the weight value of an attraction and it is equal to the number of fractal points clustered in the corresponding cluster, which was initially used for modeling the attraction. Similarly, the probability of selecting an attraction a is given by the following equation.
The only difference of the attraction a with a noise point n is that it has a weight value w a which multiplies the probability of being selected as the next destination. As a result, attractions in the model are popular places where people mostly prefer to visit. While TP mobility model is proposed for modeling the theme park environments, it is possible to extend it with minor modifications for crowded areas with limited vehicle use such as airports, shopping malls, and so on.
An activity-driven scenario-specific human mobility model is developed as the ParkSim simulator. This mobility model [34] is also used for simulating the movement of theme park visitors. They represent the area by a theme park layout extracted using OpenStreetMap [28] . OSM maps are parsed by their simulator such that the map is divided into walking and activity areas. The visitor is assumed to move in the walking areas which are walkways or plazas. On the other hand, people spend time in activity areas such as indoor or outdoor attractions, restaurants, or live outdoor performances. The mobility model considers both macro and micro-mobility of the pedestrians. Walking among activity areas, spending time in these areas are waiting in the lines (queueing) are all considered as part of the macro mobility. Considering a person as an agent in the simulation, walking, spending time, and queueing are considered as three different states of the agent. Activity areas have different types such as events or restaurants with different priorities and they cause different mobility behaviors of the pedestrians. For instance, visiting an event means selecting a random spot in the event area and waiting there. Priorities are used for defining the popularity of the places.
In the mobility model implemented on the ParkSim simulator, micro-mobility is defined as the mobility between two activity areas. Micro mobility consists of routing decisions, collision avoidance, queueing, and inter-area mobility. For routing from one area to another, Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is used. Queues are defined by width and length such that width and length are used to calculate the number of cells where each cell is assumed to have one person. Interarea mobility is defined as the mobility of people inside an activity area. RWP and random sit-point models are used for simulating the inter-area mobility. 670 GPS traces collected from Disney theme park visitors are used for calibrating the mobility model's parameters.
Street Model [35] is an analytical model, based on queueing theory, for representing the pedestrian mobility in city environments. It considers two-way street segments where nodes arrive from both endpoints of the segments by a Poisson distribution. The walking speed of people is decided randomly by a probability density function. The main purpose of the Street Model is to simulate content distribution in urban areas based on network connectivity, contact rate, and contact duration for network performance and connectivity. Stockholm's downtown area is simulated using the real map of the area to create artificially the street segments. This mobility model is a purely mathematical and synthetic such that real GPS traces are not used for either calibration or validation of the model.
A simple-to-implement and easy-to-tune mobility model, small world in motion (SWIM) [36] , is based on the intuitive movement choices of people according to the popularity and the proximity of the places. In this model, each person is assigned to a place called the person's home considered as the base and the proximities of places are considered by the base. For instance, if there exist two popular restaurants and one of them is closer to home, the closer one is mostly chosen. The locations of the homes are created by uniform random distribution on an empty two-dimensional area. The places such as restaurants, schools, and offices have weight values representing their popularity. As opposed to most human mobility models, individuals are not assumed to have global knowledge of the map. However, they are assumed to know the popularity of the places for the last time they visited. Thus, weights of the places are relative and it is given for a person i as
where p is the place with a chance of being visited by its weight w p , H i is the location of the home of the visitor i, and n(i, p) is the number of people in the place p when the person i visited last time. [37] is a human mobility model aims to satisfy the statistical properties such as TPL of flight lengths and pause times. The model is based on two principles, which are preferential attachment and attraction. Preferential attachment is having less probability of visiting distant locations (the inverse proportion between distance and probability) and attraction is the principle that having a higher probability to visit closer places to the preferred location instead of moving farther. A Markovian model is used having states to represent locations such as home, office, shop, and others. The model is represented with a graph model where nodes represent the states and the edges represent the transition mobility pattern. The pause times in the locations and the transitions between them are drawn by the power-law distribution. The simulation area is divided into squared grids with the assumption that each grid (zone) represent a place such as a building or a school. Each node is assigned to a preferential zone.
The last pedestrian walk model we discuss is based on the wireless user traces from Dartmouth College with 13 months duration. This model is called the WLAN [38] mobility model. The mobility of people from an access point (AP) to another is used for finding the paths people follow. The GPS traces are collected between APs and all paths are estimated by a Kalman filter for approximating the GPS data. In the approximated user tracks, pause times fit a log-normal distribution such that most people wait a short period whereas fewer people wait for longer times. Moreover, speeds of the people also fit a log-normal distribution, having an average of 4.5km/h. In the WLAN model, the ratio between the mobile and stationary users are used for the movement decision of each person. Each person is selected as a mobile or a stationary user according to this ratio. For a mobile user, start time and initial region are selected by the start time and start region distributions. Then, a regional transition matrix consisting of transition probabilities is used for deciding the next region (destination). The waypoints are uniformly distributed and a Gaussian distribution is used for choosing the number of waypoints for a particular movement. The speed of a mobile user between waypoints is also selected according to the overall speed distribution. After a mobile user reaches the next destination, the person waits for a pause time for that particular region and chooses the new next destination. While the model uses real user traces from a campus environment for extracting the mobility model, mobility characteristics may differ from one place to another. Hence, the model should be tested in other scenarios.
Although all pedestrian walk models propose representations of pedestrian routes on a geographical scale, there are clear variances between these mobility models in terms of their complexity, granularity or accuracy, validation, and applicability. Models such as SLAW, SMOOTH, MSLAW, SWIM, and Street Model are easy to implement but their granularity is not sufficient for specific scenarios such as theme parks or city squares. On the other hand, TP and ParkSim provide more accurate representations of people's movement in the theme parks while they require certain efforts for implementation. The granularity difference is significant. For instance, compared to WLAN model, which is based on people's mobility from one AP to another, models such as ParkSim provide much better precision. Moreover, pedestrian dynamics (e.g., the effect of the crowd) is not incorporated in SLAW, MSLAW, and WLAN. For instance, in ParkSim model, movements are affected by street segments (e.g., width), people in the streets, and intersections, while in SLAW, crowd movement density and pedestrian flows do not affect the individuals. Another clear difference is the validation and calibration based on GPS traces. Street Model is simply lacking any validation, while most other models (e.g., SLAW, TP, ParkSim) are calibrated for their scenarios using real traces. SLAW and the models that are inspired by SLAW (MSLAW, SMOOTH, TP) apply to areas where neither vehicles nor obstacles exist. On the other hand, ParkSim and Street Model apply to areas where clear street segments or pedestrian roads can co-exist. Furthermore, SWIM, TP, and SLAW are also applicable for environments where the popularity of places directly affects mobility (e.g., hot-spots).
VI. SOCIAL NETWORK-BASED MODELS
Social networks are used as bases for various human mobility models. In this article, we call such mobility models as the VOLUME 7, 2019 social network-based models. Some of the models are built on top of the findings of social sciences. The other models are simply based on the intuitive expectations from social interactions. According to the social network-based models, mobility decisions of people highly depend on their ego-centric friendship networks. For instance, a person mostly chooses to meet with his or her close friends or family over other people. Most models define a social network which is modeled with a graph theoretical model. An example illustration of the graph models is shown in Figure 3 . In this figure, 6 people (Person A, Person B, · · · , Person F) form a social network. An edge between two people represents friendship and each friendship between pairs has a weight value (e.g.,w ab , w ce ). In the simulation of these models, movement decision probabilities are based on these weight values. Assuming that the friendship between two people has the same value for each other's perspective, mostly weighted unidirectional graphs are preferred to represent the social networks. Moreover, mostly dynamic graph models, where the weight values and edges are updated in discrete time intervals, are preferred because friendship values change by time.
Let us start describing significant mobility models which use social relationships for determining human mobility. In [39] , social network theory is used as a baseline for the design of a human mobility model, which we call the Social Network Theoretical (SNT) mobility model. Design of the model consists of four phases: 1) modeling social relationships, 2) detecting community (group) structures, 3) placing the communities on the simulation area, 4) modeling the mobility dynamics.
In the first phase, the social relationships are modeled using a weighted nondirected graph, such that each node represents a person and each edge represents the social interaction between two people. The graph is represented by a two dimensional interaction matrix M , where each element m ij ∈ [0, 1] represents a social interaction between person i and j. M is symmetric since the edges are considered as nondirected. The matrix M can be created using real relationship data (e.g., phone calls, text messages collected from smartphones) or synthetically created for the simulation purpose. A boolean connectivity matrix Q with the same size is created in way that if m ij > , then q ij = 1, otherwise q ij = 0, where is a constant threshold value. In other words, the connectivity matrix marks the strong social interactions between pairs. Q is later used for detecting the community structures in the social network with an algorithm based on the centrality of nodes.
In the second phase, simulation area is considered to be divided into grids and each community C is randomly placed on top of a grid G xy , where x and y represents the index of the grid based on rows and columns. Each grid is considered as a different place. In the third phase, people's mobility choices are determined. Considering the community C xy placed on the grid G xy , initially each person in the community randomly chooses a location in the associated grid as the next destination. After a person i moves to the first destination, he or she can go to another place independently from other members of the community. The selection of the new place is based on the social attraction A of the person i to the different places, which is given by
where P xy represents the set of people which are located in the grid G xy at the time of the decision and P xy is the number of people in the grid at that time. The next destination is set as a random point in the selected G xy . The decision of the next destination is made according to the probability that is given as follows
where η is a random value and η > 1 which is used to ensure each grid has a probability of being selected as the next destination, such that P(G i ) > 0, ∀i. The social network is reconfigured after a period, which is given as input to the mobility model so that new communities can be formed. While the new communities are not distributed to the simulation area again as in the initial phase, people make their mobility decisions for the next destinations according to the new social relationships after the reconfiguration. Human Cell Mobility Model (HCMM) [40] is an extension of the previously discussed SNT model. The HCMM model includes spatial (location) attractions to the already existing social (community) attractions of the SNT model. While people are still organized into the social communities and the area is structured with cells as in the SNT model, in HCMM each person also has one cell which is pre-defined as the home cell. As a person belongs to a social community, the person's home cell not only affects the movement choices of the person but also affects the movement choices of the other members in the same community. To model this behavior, the social attraction A(i, G xy ), which defines the probability of the person i for a particular cell (grid) G xy is given as
where H xy is the set of people whose home cell is G xy and H xy is the number of people satisfying this condition. Additionally, for each movement decision each person has a probability P(G external ) of staying in an external cell and 1 − P(G external ) probability for choosing home as the next destination. After the next destination cell is decided, the person chooses a point in the particular cell by uniform random distribution and moves to that new destination point.
SNT and HCMM are not the only models that are based on social network models for generating human mobility traces. The general social mobility model (GeSoMo) [41] uses social network models (SNMs) as input for generating the social mobility model. The GeSoMo model takes spatial and temporal regularities of human mobility and the group movements into account. In the model, people are represented as the nodes and places (e.g., restaurant) are represented as the anchors. The anchors are the places where the nodes are attracted and meet. After meeting and spending time in an anchor, the nodes move to their next anchor. This movement may be done as a group in the case of the nodes having strong social ties. This makes GeSoMo different than most human mobility models since the other models focus on individual movement decisions.
Let G = (V , E) be the graph that represents the social network, where V is the set of the nodes and E is the set of social relationships between pairs. The graph is dynamic in the sense that each edge e ab between the nodes a, b ∈ V is active for some period of time τ ab ⊆ T , where T is the total simulation time. The GeSoMo model has the conformance criterion between the input social network G and the meetings M of the resulting mobility model.
With the help of a parameter, the model adjusts itself to inconsistencies with the social network. The movement decisions of the people depend on the attraction and repulsion, such that nodes tend to visit the places with more attractive and less repulsive forces. The model also includes the visit frequency as a factor for providing temporal regularity. Moreover, the overall attraction of the group changes the probability of a person to choose a specific anchor, which creates the group movement behavior.
Attractive and repulsive social forces are used by various social network-based human mobility models as well as micro-mobility models such as SFM. Most of the time, a comfort range which is defined as a circular area for each person, such that the people in the comfort range cause attractive and/or repulsive forces. Figure 4 illustrates the basics of this popularly used attraction&repulsion concept. In this figure, the person is located in the center of its comfort zone and 3 people are inside the comfort range. 2 strangers (shown by grey human figures) cause repulsive forces F R and the only friend (shown by green, hands-on human figure) causes an attractive force F A . The other people outside the comfort zone do not have any impact on the person's mobility. In such a case, the person is expected to move along the direction of F A . Another example, for the micromobility modeling perspective, the forces causes a change in the acceleration so that if the person is currently moving toward the strangers, the velocity of the person decreases and finally the person stops or starts going toward the opposite direction.
Sociological Interaction Mobility for Population Simulation (SIMPS) [42] focuses on the causes which govern human mobility at its roots by the leveraging sociological findings of people's social interactions. The two main sociological findings are listed as follows.
1) A person has a social interaction need which is quantifiable with a level depending on the personal status such as age or social class. 2) People make acquaintances for fulfilling their social interaction needs. The SIMPS model classifies social interactions basically into two as the interactions with acquaintances and nonacquaintances and translates them into a behavioral model for people's movement decisions. Each person has a specific sociability level and they have two simple complementary behaviors which are socializing and isolating. Socializing is the behavioral movement towards the acquaintances and isolating is the behavior of escaping non-acquaintances. The social ego network of acquaintances is represented by a graph with directed edges. Each social encounter is used as feedback for comparing the person's individual needs and the current socialization volume. Moreover, each person i is assumed to have a social comfort range c i given as
where t i ∈ [0, 1] is the tolerance level and s i is the sociability level of the person. The individual i tends to socialize at this comfort range. Moreover, based on Hall's communication theory of proxemics [61] , each person has a social distance (a circle with approximately 3.5m radius (R)) and the person's surround in this area changes the perception. As the person progressively notices the others' presence in the circle, the perceived surround ps i of the person i is updated by the below formula.
where P i (t) is the set of people present in the circle having the condition d(i, j) ≤ R, ∀j ∈ P i (t) (d(i, j) is the distance between two individuals). ps i serves as part of the feedback for the movement decision process. Social motion influence depends on the sum of the attractive forces by the acquaintances and the repulsive forces by non-acquaintances (strangers). Lastly, motion execution is achieved by changes in velocity and acceleration. The model can represent microdynamics in the movement such as the velocity change.
However, for simplicity purpose, the model does not try to imitate behaviors such as collision avoidance. Another model which is based on the social network theory is called the Heterogeneous Human Walk (HHW) [43] model. In its initial phase, the HHW model constructs a k-clique graph which represents overlapping communities. This graph model can be used for satisfying common statistical features of real social networks such as having dense connections between people in a particular community, having sparser connections between people in distinct communities, and power-law degree distribution of the nodes (people). Overlapping communities is considered such that one person may belong to one or multiple social communities such as a classroom, hobby group or a research team. Moreover, the social communities that the person belongs to change during the day. For instance, during night time at home, the person belongs to the family, while in the morning at the laboratory the same person belongs to the laboratory group. Moreover, each person has a local degree for each community, shown as After the construction of the k-clique graph, the HHW model assumes a 2D plane divided into grids. Each community has its zone having associated cells for the community. Each individual is associated with a set of cells in the community's zone and initially placed randomly on top of these associated zones. Later, the person moves toward a random point in the same associated zone. The pause time in the random point follows a power-law distribution. This process repeats itself while community structure and the associated zones of the people dynamically change. The mobility decisions of individuals also adapt to these changes. Individuals with higher local degrees (popular people) have more cells associated with them. Therefore they have more chance to meet people from other communities. This heterogeneity between the individuals serves as the baseline of the HHW model. N-Body [44] is another social network-based model to represent wider application scenarios as a generic human mobility model. In the model, the social relations of N people are calculated according to their pairwise closeness and randomness over time. The friendship and the steadiness are defined and used by the nodes to decide to stay away from each other or form groups. Initially, people choose random destination points as in RWP, but their movement depends on the forces
where F ij is the force from node j to node i. A i represent the force for the attraction by the destination point. The person i adapts its velocity according to the sum of these attraction and inter-nodal forces. When two or more nodes have friendship and come close to each other, it causes a group forming tendency and the inter-nodal forces make them pull each other and form a clog. This brings the group mobility behavior to the N-Body model. After starting to move as a group, their destinations compete against each other and only one of them wins, so that the group moves mostly to the closest destination first, spends time together, and then moves to the next destination. During the movement of the nodes, a small movement that causes a change in the sum of the forces may cause the group to be separated. However, in the case that the forces among the group members are stronger, the group can even wait together in a destination. As can be understood, the speeds of the people dynamically change between 0 and the maximum speed, as people adjust their velocity due to the forces.
VII. HUMAN MOBILITY MODELS WITH VEHICLE USE
Work and Home Extracted REgions (WHERE) [45] is a human mobility model which is developed considering metropolitan areas such as the mobility of people in Los Angeles or New York. The baseline idea is that people spend most of their time at home or workplace. Their initial model is a two-place model called WHERE2, in which a person only moves from home location to work which has a particular distance from home. Home locations, workplaces, distances between them, and the time spent in these places are inferred from a user database of CDR traces and public sources, which can be considered as spatiotemporal samples. Extension to the initial WHERE2 model is achieved in a way that a place such as a restaurant can be added to make it a three-place model WHERE3, and the model can be increasingly more complex as new places added as extensions to WHERE4, WHERE5, and so on. Compared to most human mobility models, this model is simplistic. On the other hand, it aims to solve the population movement problem in a large metropolitan scale which includes many factors such as using transportation services. The model's accuracy is based on drawing information of work and home places and calibration by the help of the CDR traces. The model is used for creating synthetic CDR traces based on the spatial and temporal distribution of the people. DP-WHERE [46] , where DP stands for differential privacy, adds controlled noises to the set of empirical probability distributions which are used by the previous WHERE model. The aim of DP-WHERE is adding privacy to the model without loss of accuracy and make it impossible to infer sensitive information of people so that the data with noisy distributions can be released to the public without creating privacy concerns. Working Day Movement Model [47] , which we shortly call WDMM in this article, is a map-based model and it represents the human mobility in the daily life of people. According to the model, people wake up in the morning, spend time at work during the day and come back to their home in the evenings. The model is considered for use in the simulations of delay tolerant networks (DTNs). The overall goal of the model is to capture major characteristics of people's movements while neglecting some micro movement decisions such as going to someplace from work for a short time or movement between rooms in the home. The model is respected as a combination of 4 activities:
• Home activity • Office activity • Evening activity • Transportation The home activity model is considered for the times, where a person is assumed to have a home location on the map and he or she statically wait there before waking up for the next day. On the other hand, the office activity model is relatively sophisticated and the movement in the office is modeled as follows. The person enters the office from the door, which is a specific point on the map. After entering, the person moves towards the desk with a walking speed (defined as a parameter value). After spending time near the desk, the person chooses a random point in the office and moves there. After spending time on the random point, the person moves back to the desk and the movement continues as described during the day between the desk and random points. The pause times near the desk and the random points follow a Pareto distribution. This model ensures that people having desks closer to each other meet more frequently since they spend approximately half of the day working in their desks.
The evening activity model involves the group mobility behavior, such that each person has a favorite meeting spot such as a restaurant or a shopping mall and the person is assigned to a group based on the favorite meeting spot. The assignment of the meeting spots, groups, and creation of new meeting locations are uniformly random. The person moves to the meeting spot by the transportation model and waits there until all the group members meet. When all members are present, they start walking as a group by a map-based walk model, defined as a random walk on top of the streets. After traveling a distance as a group, they spend a long time and each individual walks back home. The distance they travel and the time they spend is defined by parameters.
WDMM has a heterogeneous transportation model, which consists of three submodels: walking, car, and bus submodels. Walking submodel uses Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm for route and people have a constant speed. Some of the people have cars and they can travel faster using the same shortest path. A person without a car is assumed to know the bus route. The person can use one of the busses having the same route. Buses can carry multiple people. The distances in between home to the closest bus stop or bus stop to the office are traveled by walk. Map of the urban environments such as Helsinki is used by the WDMM model.
The real-life mobility model (RLMM) [48] considers the WDMM model as a baseline while it has certain characteristic differences. Distinguishing the days when people work and the weekend days is an example of such differences. While this seems to create more sophistication to an already sophisticated mobility model, the RLMM model is more simplistic, having assumptions such as people stay static at work. RLMM defines five states of a person: at home, at work, at a popular place, regular travel, and alternative travel [48] . At home, at work and a popular place, each person is static. Regular travel is executed among these locations and pause times and commute distances are defined as parameters. The alternative travel state brings randomness such that the person breaks the daily routine and moves to random and mostly longer distances during the weekends. The travel speed is by default defined as a static value according to the cases of pedestrian movement (1.25m/s), cycling (5m/s), slow vehicle movement (8.3m/s), and fast vehicle movement (11.1m/s). Moreover, the speed can be changed dynamically if needed, while it certainly adds more randomness to the model. Other major differences of the RLMM model are, compared to the WDMM model, not involving social interactions and not using real-maps.
ORBIT [49] is a simple macro-scale mobility framework with the assumption that people's movement follows orbital mobility patterns in various scales. For instance, a student's mobility in the campus is considered as an orbital movement, where the student travels between hubs such as classroom and restaurant in a cycle. Moreover, the orbits have different levels, for instance, considering the movement in the campus as the Level 1 Orbit, the overall daily movement of the student is considered as the Level 2 Orbit. In Level 2, the orbital movement consists of travels between home, school, and gym in an ordinary daily scenario. Level 3 orbit is considered as visiting three cities in order, where one of the visited cities is the hometown. While this orbital structure provides a practical abstraction to human mobile modeling, it must be validated for efficient use with real-traces.
The ORBIT model separates the movement of a person between the hubs and the movement inside the hubs (intrahub). The intra-hub movement follows the RWP model with a specified intra-hub speed range and intra-hub pause time. The movement between the hubs (orbit movement) follows a point-to-point (P2P) linear model. In the P2P model, a person who wants to move to the destination hub chooses a random point inside the destination hub and linearly moves from the current point to the randomly selected point. The speed is defined by the inter-hub range parameter. The question of how to choose the hubs as the next destinations differs according to the scenario and different scenarios are modeled with different orbit models such as random orbit, uniform orbit, restricted orbit, and overlaid orbit models [49] . In the random orbit model, hubs are created randomly and the people randomly choose the hubs to move. In the uniform orbit model, the orbit is considered to be uniformly divided into grids where each grid represents a hub and people still choose the hubs randomly. In the restricted orbit model, each person is restricted to move inside only one particular hub for some time. Lastly, the overlaid orbit model is similar to the restricted orbit. The only exception is having a user role such that each person is assigned to a set of hubs instead of one particular hub. While the model does not bring the user roles to model, this feature still has role-based behavior. For instance, modeling a workplace as an orbit, each employee stays near their particular room or the area where the employee's teamwork (hubs), while the director is supposed to visit different areas (hubs) of the workplace to track the progress in different teams. While ORBIT aims to model specific scenarios such as a conference or a campus environment, we do not consider ORBIT as a scenario-specific human mobility model. While the scenarios are specific, the mobility model itself is generic, claiming to represent almost all possible movement scenarios of people. Conversely, while the ORBIT model does not aim to represent the movement of vehicles, we consider the model as a model with vehicle use as the Level 3 orbit requires long-distance travels among cities.
Time variant community (TVC) [50] model is proposed based on the observation of two features: skewed location visiting preferences and time-dependent periodical behavior of people. The observation is based on WLAN traces collected from two university campuses and corporate buildings. By location visiting preference we can simply understand the pause times in different locations. By time-dependency, we can understand that people visit different locations depending on the time of the day. Another observation is the periodical re-appearance of people, such that they connect to the same APs in the dataset. The TVC model is one of the mobility models which are mathematically tractable. This property does not exist in some models since they are sophisticated. On the other hand, some mobility models, which are simple and can be easily theoretically treated, are missing mathematical analyses.
Let us describe two terms community and epoch in the TVC model. As opposed to the other mobility models, a community in TVC does not represent a group of people sharing similar interests. Instead, a community defines a squared region in the simulation field. Community region is decided by an exponential distribution with an average length parameter. Community regions may intersect with each other and a community may even cover the entire area. The individual's mobility consists of a sequence of epochs. During each epoch, the person decides a new community, moves to the community region, and spends time in that region. The movement inside the community is a random direction movement within the community region. The direction of the movement and the speed are uniformly random. After completing the epoch, the person waits stationary for a uniformly random pause time, which is the initial phase of the new epoch (the period of decision for the next community). When the next community is selected, the person chooses a random point in the next community and moves on a straight shortest path with a randomly chosen speed. The community selection is based on the probabilities of the communities for the individual. The selection process is a time-variant Markov chain to capture the spatial and temporal dependencies in the individual's mobility. The selection of new communities is structured in a way that it captures the temporal preferences and the periodicity of human mobility. Various scenarios could be modeled using the TVC model by setting the number of communities, community regions, and time periods parameters. Three example scenarios are considered in the study, which aims to fit WLAN traces, vehicle mobility traces, and human encounter traces. The model does not explicitly involve vehicle models such as cars and buses or imitate their behavior. However, as the model's parameters can be adjusted for fitting it to the vehicular movement, we consider the model as another human mobility model with vehicle use. Another main feature of the model is being a generic model as the model represents application scenarios varying from conference traces to the traces collected from corporate buildings.
As the last human mobility model with vehicle use, we discuss the agenda-driven mobility model [51] . We shortly refer to the model in this article as ADMM. The ADMM model is considered for its use in various wireless networks including opportunistic networks and vehicular networks. ADMM is based on the person's social activities, which are considered as the driving force behind the mobility decisions. The model introduces the concept agenda to human mobility modeling. According to this concept, each person has an agenda that guides the individual movement. Other than the agenda, the model is also based on the geographical locations of the places (maps).
Each person has a personal agenda based on the social role. For instance, a student goes to school by a vehicle at a travel distance of 5 miles, while a repairman visits multiple places during the day. To extract the social roles of people, data from the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) is used and the model drives statistics based on a large number of records. Moreover, real maps from the GIS database can be used for modeling the movement environment. Based on the statistics from NHTS and the real maps, agendas and maps are synthetically created. First, the map which consists of streets and avenues are created. Second, the addresses on top of the map are defined as the buildings' locations. People move along the roads and spend time in the buildings which are marked with the addresses. The speeds of the people are based on the road traffic and the speed limits of the roads that are taken by the people. The agenda consists of items and each item indicates the time and the location of the person for a particular future activity. Each activity has an expected start and end times. From the NHTS dataset, 35 different types of activities are extracted (e.g., going to work, shopping, or hanging out). Social roles are defined according to 14 occupations. Each occupation corresponds to a unique agenda type. Finally, the routes between any two consecutive activity locations on the agenda are found by Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. While maps are created synthetically, we still classify the ADMM model as a role-based model with the use of real maps as it is possible to incorporate real maps. Since the model is based on databases for activities, social roles, and also real maps, it is expected to realistically represent human mobility. However, the model's outcomes are compared only with the RWP model and comparison with more realistic human mobility models is required for validation.
VIII. HUMAN MOBILITY IN DISASTERS
The last set of human mobility models we discuss are the disaster mobility models. The main goal of these models is to simulate the movement behavior of people during the times of natural or man-made disasters [27] .
The mission-critical mobility model (MCM) [52] aims to model human mobility in the presence of obstacles for mission-critical applications such as networks in times of disasters. Considering an example opportunistic network application, the nodes are carried by human participants such as firemen or policemen. MCM is a generic model, such that it is considered for all types of disaster scenarios. In the model, the destination points are chosen uniformly random by each person. In the case of no obstacle between the current point and the destination point, the person directly moves to the destination, creating a trajectory which is a straight line. In the case of having obstacles in-between, the person passes each obstacle by choosing a directly visible vertex that is closest to the final destination. The vertex location is set as the intermediate destination to pass by the obstacle. The person similarly passes multiple obstacles one by one. The movement algorithm can be considered as greedy since the person always chooses the visible vertex which is closer to the final destination, trying to minimize the total time it takes to walk. Note that the algorithm does not give the optimal shortestpath, as there are many ways of going to the same final destination, which may have shorter overall distances. However, considering the people's movement choices, people also do not always manage to choose the shortest path, instead one can claim that they mostly make greedy movement decisions for having less movement effort. The movement speed is a random value between the minimum and maximum boundaries and the speed is set every time after deciding a new next destination.
MCM has the group mobility behavior, such that each group has a leader who decides the next destination for all group members. Moreover, people have different roles in the disaster area. They are considered in two roles: emergency workers and medical staff. In the MCM model, destination points are set based on the randomly generated event locations. For each event, there is a particular pause time, which represents the time it takes to handle the event. The events are categorized as normal, serious, or complex events and the group leaders do their choices based on the types of the events. For instance, groups of different types need to be involved in handling complex events. The events are handled according to First in First out (FIFO) order. The MCM model is the newer and more extensive version of the previous Human Obstacle Model (HUMO) [62] , such that the model is analyzed and validated with real-life human mobility traces.
A disaster area mobility model which is simulated for theme park environments (TP-D) [27] , [30] focuses on the human walks during the times of natural or man-made disasters. The TP-D model is based on the evacuation scenario of a large and crowded area with limited vehicle use such as theme parks or airports. As the escape behavior of people has different mobility characteristics than their ordinary movement, the model aims to imitate this behavior. The model assumes that there is no external help from other people such as security operators. Furthermore, the model assumes that communication systems are not available during a disaster, which is an expected result of damages on the infrastructure due to hazards. The model uses real maps extracted from OpenStreetMap [28] . Uniformly random disaster zones are generated on top of the maps. The disaster area is considered as a combination of pedestrian ways, lands, and obstacles. The macro mobility of the pedestrians depends on the waypoints which are located on top of the pedestrian ways. The pedestrians are initially randomly distributed on the waypoints and every pedestrian has a target point, which is one of the exit doors so that by reaching the target they can have access to transportation services such as buses or ambulances. People are considered pedestrians sharing the same roads. This causes them to create pedestrian traffic. The crowd dynamics and the flow of the people during an evacuation are modeled with SFM [25] . Hence, the model takes social interactions into account for micro-mobility decisions such as slowing down. The micro-mobility is considered as the movement of a pedestrian between two consecutive waypoints.
While most disaster mobility models aim to solve the mobility problem for urban scenarios, these scenarios are complicated as they involve the use of vehicles, evacuation from buildings, and people with various roles such as firemen or police. The TP-D model, however, focuses on the human walk problem and aim to generate realistic movement traces for specific scenarios, which can be useful for simulating networks resilient to disasters. Furthermore, solving some aspects of the overall disaster mobility problem could be useful in the future for other more sophisticated scenarios such as the evacuation of metropolitan regions.
Disaster area (DA) [53] mobility model is based on the two disasters that happened in Germany, which are the Wuppertal Railway Crash in 1999 and the Bruehl Roller-Coaster Fire in 2001. For the civil protection in disasters, the movements are driven by tactical reasons. For instance, a group leader for the rescue operation directs workers to move to some places. In the model, the disaster area is considered as consisting of separated regions into disaster incident site, casualty treatment site, transport site, and hospital site. The affected and injured people are considered to be found and rescued in the incident site, taken to the casualty treatment site, and moved to hospitals from the transport zone. The main characteristics of the DA model are having different roles for people, being heterogeneous area-based model, and avoiding obstacles. The group mobility behavior is considered as a future extension to the model. The model also involves the vehicular behavior for transportation services such as ambulances. The disaster simulation area is a synthetic map considered as a static region with obstacles which are modeled with polygons. Visibility graphs are used for optimal path planning and Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is used on top of this graph, where edges are the Euclidean distances. Each separated area (tactical area) has entry and exit locations. Each person is assigned to an area. Some people are considered as stationary nodes, meaning that they only move inside their assigned area. The others are considered as transport nodes having the ability to carry patients to the next area. In the incident zone, all people are considered as transport nodes, while in casualty treatment area there are only stationary nodes. The movements inside the areas are modeled with the RWP model [63] .
IX. GENERAL TRENDS AND APPLICABILITY
Let us briefly discuss the general trends of human mobility modeling and the applicability of the proposed models. First of all, there has been an ongoing practice of using more realistic human mobility models as opposed to simple to implement random movement models. In particular, due to recent advancements in the mobile ad hoc networks, opportunistic networks, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) with mobile elements (sensors, actors, sinks), the networking research field has contributed to the design and development of realistic human mobility models [64] - [67] . We expect this trend to grow also in the field of transportation research [68] .
With the increased data collection by the popular use of smartphones and cloud-based mobile applications, there have been studies related to social inferences [69] and social networking [70] . For instance, personal information such as call logs, contact lists, and connected base stations collected from smartphones (e.g., MIT Reality Mining dataset [71] , Dartmouth StudentLife dataset [72] ) can be analyzed to find the friendship network of individuals based on the smartphone data [73] and mobility information.
Another recent development in the human or crowd mobility and more general urban mobility (including people and their vehicles) is in the visualization of the human mobility patterns [74] - [76] . This aspect of human mobility is expected to be enabled considering the advancements in smart cities, IoT, and 5G networks which bring massive data collection from crowds in urban environments. Real-time crowd monitoring and incident management are currently among the emerging fields in the IoT area [77] .
The applicability of the mobility models is the major issue that shapes the general direction in human mobility modeling. Considering the various environments with specific needs, environment or scenario-specific modeling is necessary for applicability. Therefore, the general trends are towards scenario-specific and data-driven models [16] (based on traces collected from the specific environment), as opposed to generic and pure synthetic models. Applicability is mostly subject to the requirements of specific scenarios (e.g., granularity requirement). Especially for newly developed human mobility models, the analytical and experimental results and comparisons with real-life human mobility traces for the specific scenarios can be used as evidence for the applicability of new models in these scenarios.
X. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
In the previous sections, we analyzed human mobility and organized human mobility models in four main categories. With the increased everyday use of mobile devices and the new technologies as well as globalization that enables cheaper distant travels, ongoing research on understanding human mobility has been gaining more attention. However, understanding all the features of human mobility in different scales involves various open problems. For instance, from the evacuation of buildings with various sizes to ordinary mobility in the office environment or from intercontinental travels to walks in urban environments, different behaviors need to be taken into consideration. Thorough understanding of human mobility will have certain positive impacts on the societies in the world for handling various problems such as networking, transportation, disaster management, epidemic prevention, and so on. Therefore, human mobility modeling is a topic that requires more resources such as big mobility datasets. Mobility modeling is currently an interdisciplinary area studied by research centers in computer science, civil engineering, and physics departments.
Currently, real-life human mobility traces (e.g., GPS traces) are collected by cloud-based applications such as Google Maps and mobile network operators from a vast majority of people in the USA and other developed countries. While these traces are stored in large databases, privacy is becoming a major issue still in need of a solution. However, using methods such as encryption and being transparent on how data is stored, privacy concern can be potentially addressed. Moreover, encrypted mobility datasets should be available to researchers to achieve significant advances in human mobility modeling.
One obvious necessity of the field is the lack of human mobility models in different scales and specific scenarios. Although we discuss various generic and scenario-specific mobility models in this article, the existing models are not able to cover all ranges of scales or specific urban environments such as major cities. Therefore, there is a certain need for scenario-specific and realistic human mobility models and their incorporation into the simulations. While different mobility models have approached the problem from different angles, such as modeling movement based on social interactions or based on the least action principle, mobility modeling is still open for new perspectives. Some of these environments might be restricted to vehicle use such as airport terminals and theme parks and focus only on human mobility. Additionally, people's roles in their societies and findings of recent social studies could be leveraged for the development of novel mobility models.
Reliable validation of the newly proposed human mobility models depends on several aspects. First, the traces of the mobility models should be tested against real-life traces.
For accuracy purposes, GPS traces are preferred over other types of data. Second, the assumptions of the models (e.g., assuming a constant speed) should be well-justified for the models and the scenarios. Third, the validation should include different perspectives such as statistical matches, the comparisons with significant datasets, trajectory pattern matchings, and consistency tests.
The advancements in the fields such as IoT and 5G networks are going to enable vast data collections from people and their ''things''. People's use of new services based on IoT and 5G can make a big difference in the data collection, while it brings new challenges such as big data analytics and context awareness. For instance, each device people use can be registered through network service providers to IoT platforms. For instance, in a smart ski resort in a mountain area, movement data can be collected from skiers through the devices attached to their skis and can be forwarded to a nearby smart city to be used for transportation and accommodation planning based on crowd densities. However, the data must be well understood (context awareness) and it must be analyzed in a way that it leads to intelligent decision making (big data analytics). Moreover, as an emerging target of IoT, global interoperability can provide data mashups from various IoT platforms all over the world. For instance, all the smart cities in the world can share their human mobility data for many uses in research, government, and various industries. However, while different domains provide human mobility data with different granularity, data coming from these different sources and platforms must be usable by all parties involved. Moreover, analyses of vast data coming from various environments and conditions will be more complex than the current human mobility analyses that are based on simple data collection techniques. Hence, with the advancements of new services, we expect human mobility to become even more prominent while it will have new major challenges shortly due to the advancements in IoT and 5G networks.
Smart cities have become a major investment area for governments, industry, and academia. Mobility has a direct impact on smart cities. Various domains such as public safety, transportation, surveillance, disaster evacuation planning, and connectivity are affected by human mobility. To enable services efficiently in these different domains, human mobility must be better understood. For this purpose, new human mobility models and simulations can be developed based on the needs of these cities. Moreover, the realization of smart cities and 5G networks enable vast data collections from pedestrians as well as vehicles. The vast amount of data can be analyzed offline by data mining techniques. Some services require real-time processing of human mobility data. For instance, in the case of an emergency such as a fire in a stadium, the fire stations, and the police department need to be aware of the conditions by visualizing real-time data analytics results for the pedestrian flows, possible traffic congestions, and any other necessary information for the safe evacuation. Due to such scenarios, real-time data stream processing will be another major challenge for human mobility data analytics.
An important issue for future mobility models is that even if they are realistic and sophisticated, they should be easy to develop and use. For instance, having mobility simulations with user-friendly interfaces would be very helpful. Furthermore, as the parameter values may change from one scenario to another, the parameters should be easy to understand and change. For instance, for a typical user of the mobility model, setting values of parameters named as α and β is much less meaningful than setting the value of expected walking speed of a person.
Finally, although it is not the main concern for most of the mobility model simulations that are conducted offline, complexity is still an important issue. With the increased sophistication of the mobility models, time and space complexity tend to increase. Another issue is the optimal implementation of the mobility models to prevent errors and memory leaks. We observe that some mobility simulations support simulations of only limited numbers of people (e.g., up to 100 people). Therefore, in the future, complexity and optimization issues need to be taken into consideration when developing new human mobility models. 
